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Can Disney be used to define 'animation'?



On July 19th 2010, an article in The Times began, “For years, Disney has been unquestionably the

final word in animation. Yesterday, as a giant Woody the Cowboy led a fatter, shorter Buzz

Lightyear around Leicester Square, the moment when Pixar toppled Walt finally came to pass.”

(Mostrous &amp; Harvey, 2010, p.1). The opinion, expressed by Alexi Mostrous, Media Editor of the

Times, that 'Disney is the final word in animation', is one often found to be backed up by many

critics and writers on animation. Animator and teacher Chris Webster begins his book, Animation:

Mechanics of Motion with a similar statement; “Like it or not, the Disney studio has become the

hallmark of animation quality” (Webster, 2005, Preface x). As an animator intending to work on

feature films professionally, it is an opinion that intrigues and frustrates me for being so generalised

yet seemingly so universal. I aim to question the use of the Disney name by journalists, critics and

the general public alike, as the benchmark (or 'final word') for successful animation practice, and

whether it corresponds to the actual successes and products of The Walt Disney Company. I will

discuss if there is any problems that may result due to this popular opinion, and look into the

historical and potential alternatives. Here, 'successful practice' is defined as consistency of quality

and box office performance, representation of the studio or individual in the media, and the wider

impact on the animation and entertainment industries. My research is focused on American

theatrical animation – comparison with Japanese, European, or forms of experimental animation

would require separate essays in themselves – so this limits attempts to define the term 'animation'

to within this particular focus. Where appropriate I will attempt to distinguish between Walt Disney

as an individual and The Walt Disney Company as a media and entertainment conglomerate. I will

generally refer to Walt Disney as Walt, as (helpfully) many of the texts I reference have done.

In Section 1 I address the opinions of The Walt Disney Company in popular animation literature.

Section 2 looks at the critical reception, quality and artistic merit of Disney's short films in

comparison to those of Fleischer Studios, Warner Bros. and others during the 1930-60s. Here I also



question what 'animation' can or should be and whether Disney's product fits (or could be used to

define) the term in part or completely.

In Section 3 I briefly look at the responsibilities, burdens, or obligations that The Walt Disney

Company must shoulder in such a dominant position in the entertainment industry, and the issues of

the studios representation of race, sex and class.

In Section 4 I study the recent success of Pixar studios and again question the validity of Alexi

Mostrous' statement: “[...] the moment when Pixar toppled Walt finally came to pass.”



I am studying critical and popular opinions of the Walt Disney Company, its continued competition

with other studios, and the current climate of the animation industry. It is my hope that in doing this

I can reasonably conclude whether the Disney name can be used in the defining of 'animation' and,

if relevant to do so, question whether animation can exist without Disney.



Section 1: Critical (and not-so-critical) writings on Disney's career and product



The origins of the Walt Disney Company and Walt's early life have been well documented. In this

section I want to address the opinion of Disney's product found in popular literature. During the

course of my research I have found that a basic level of critical analysis of Disney animation is

often overlooked in favour of biography. In omitting comparison with other studios many of those

writing on Walt Disney accept his/the studios status as the 'hallmark' of animated achievement, and

simply want to tell the story of how this situation came about. Moreover, the majority of what

academic criticism does exist on animation is dedicated to The Walt Disney Company. In terms of

film history, this was certainly the case when Leonard Maltin started writing Of Mice and Magic: A

History of American Animated Cartoons, “General histories of film barely mention animation,

reserving what little space there was for Disney and the pioneers of experimental animation [...]



Bugs Bunny did not warrant so much as a passing nod, and neither did his creators.” (Maltin, 1987,

Preface vi). Kevin S. Sandler expands upon Maltin's comment in his introduction to Reading the

Rabbit: Explorations in Warner Bros. Animation, “Apart from some essays in the Peary and Peary

and Cholodenko collections, and Hugh Kenner's Chuck Jones: A Flurry of Drawings (1994), the

new wave of critical attention on animation did not extend to Warner Bros., instead focusing mainly

on the work of Walt Disney.” (Sandler, 1998, p.4)



Two of the most popular books on animation are Frank Thomas and Ollie Johnson's The Illusion Of

Life (1981, Hyperion), and Richard Williams' The Animator's Survival Kit (2001, Faber and Faber).

The content and acclaim of these books reflects the popular opinion of animation professionals,

students and fans. The Illusion Of Life is seen by many as the definitive account of the philosophies

and working processes of the Disney studio during the Golden Age of animation (late 1920-50s).

Thomas and Johnson also explain Disney's '12 Basic Principles of Animation' (pp.47-69) (see

Appendix 1). The book is identified as 'inspiring', and reads very much as a personal account of the

creative and technical accomplishments of those involved in the production of Disney's animated

features. The claim that often appears in online customer reviews (Amazon.co.uk, Goodreads.com),

that The Illusion of Life is the 'animator's bible', is therefore an exaggeration. A nostalgic history of

Disney by retired Disney employees is not representative of the overall history of the animation

industry, nor does it go into any major depth of evaluation of the actual animated products by those

that produced them.



Survival Kit is primarily a workbook. Williams has collected the combined knowledge of Disney's

'Golden Age' animators he was able to work with during his own notable career, and his book

successfully examines and distils much of it with concise explanations, well paced examples and

practice exercises. Like The Illusion of Life, Survival Kit is often regarded as animated gospel by

consumers and professionals alike. And, like The Illusion of Life, it is a Disney-trained animator's



account of what animation was, is and should be. In a brief chapter on the history of the animated

industry, Williams' passing mentions of non-Disney animators (Max Fleischer, Tex Avery, and

others) come across as slightly condescending, “Surrounding the potent Disney centre were the

satellite studios [...] Fed as they were by the knowledge and expertise emanating from the Disney

training centre, their much wilder humour was often in reaction to or in rebellion against Disney

'realism' and 'believability'” (Williams, 2001, p.20)



The are two examples of extremely highly regarded books, both of which are written from an

almost exclusively Disney point of view. The prospect that many aspiring animators (as well as

consumer public in general) might see a history of The Walt Disney Company and a Disney-method

workbook as the be all and end all of 'animation' is a worrying one. I do not mean to question the

integrity of these authors; I aim to highlight the level of influence the Disney name has on the very

term 'animation' and corresponding literature, and reiterate my point that many established texts on

animation generally reinforce the popular opinion.



It should be noted that the label of 'animation/animator's bible' is something also caused by lack of

specificity of the term 'animation', or at least its usage on the part of consumers. The Illusion of Life

clearly specifies in its Preface that it is a book about 'Disney character animation', and The

Animator's Survival Kit is almost entirely made up of character-based exercises. These two books

might be more accurately dubbed 'bibles' of character animation. The connection between 'Disney'

and 'animation' appears far deeper in the minds of the consumer than simply producing a superior

product which, it could be argued, Disney might not have always done. Instead, it is more directly a

result of the techniques and standards (such as the 12 Basic Principles) established at the Disney

studio at the dawn of the Golden Age of Animation.



Section 2: Imitation of and reaction against Disney animation



Included in Reading the Rabbit is Timothy R. White's essay, From Disney to Warner Bros.: The

Critical Shift, which discusses the critical rereading of Disney and Warner Bros. animation that took

place in the 1960s, and suggests a more balanced criticism of these competing studios. White

concludes his essay with a quote from film writer Jack Ellis, “For better or worse the standard

techniques and predominant styles of animation were established at the Disney studios during the

thirties. Everything that has happened in animation since has either grown out of that work or been

a conscious reaction against it” (White, n.d). This quotation is similar in essence to those of

Mostrous and Webster and almost identical to Williams' comment, but can be read as a more neutral

conclusion. Without suggesting that Disney animation is superior, Ellis acknowledges the studios

successful establishment of 'standard techniques and predominant styles'.



In the context of theatrical shorts of the 1930-60s, it is Ellis' second sentence that is key, backed up

by Williams'. The phrase 'grown out of or been a conscious reaction against' affects several of the

major studios of the time like Fleischer Studios, MGM, United Productions of America (UPA), and

perhaps most importantly, the Warner Bros. studio. In their own right, Max and Dave Fleischer were

an important part of the surging growth of the animation industry during the early 1920-30s;

“It was really Fleischer and Disney that monopolised the most popular animated films of

the '30s,” explains Warner's George Feltenstein, senior vice president of theatrical

catalogue marketing. "Mickey Mouse, Popeye and Betty Boop were the biggest cartoon

superstars of the '30s, of the sound era. Warner Bros. didn't have Porky Pig until 1935, and

he took a while to develop, and Bugs Bunny and Tom &amp; Jerry weren't around until 1940.”

(Hurwitz 2007, p.1)

The Fleischer's early unique style came from a combination of Max's inventions (such as

rotoscoping, the tracing of live-action film), a conscious decision to make the audience laugh with



jokes and gags, and according to film critic Leonard Maltin, “an ethnic sensibility, one that just

oozes New York. [...] I always say [Disney's] cartoons took place in barnyards, and the Fleischer'

cartoons took place in the city” (quoted by Matt Hurwitz, 2007, p.1) The studio took a slightly

different approach to the animated short to Disney – as Fleischer historian Leslie Cabarga explains,

“Max's philosophy -- and he used to tutor the animators -- was, 'The essence of animation is that

you can do anything,' [...] Disney's work was always superior, in a clean, technical aspect, but it was

also kind of sanitised.” (quoted by Matt Hurwitz, 2007, p.1). 'Sanitised' may do well to describe

Disney's approach to sentiment and the inclusion of a moral in many cartoons of the 1930s. In this

sense (or at least in this early period), Ellis' statement applies to the Fleischers only minimally. Even

so, Disney's early success and establishment of 'predominant styles' had a lasting effect on the

Fleischers, as well as their producer and distributor, Paramount.

Fleischer Studios most successful work was arguably its Superman series between 1941-42,

the first cartoon of which (Superman, 1941) was nominated for an Academy Award for Best Short

Subject: Cartoons in 1942. It eventually lost to Disney's Lend A Paw, released the same year.

Though the modern viewer obviously has the benefit of hindsight (and fairly easy access to many

animated cartoons since in this period), it is nonetheless confusing that the award went to Disney's

short. Lend A Paw tells of Pluto discovering an abandoned kitten, who becomes the object of his

owner Mickey's affections, and the dog's jealous internal struggle and the moral choices about

reclaiming his place as Mickey's favourite. It contains a limited sense of originality on Disney's

part; it could be described as a 'typical' Disney short of the time. The characters move well of course

– it would disappoint if they didn't – but this piece in particular is a fairly bland and sentimental

approach to the theatrical short, with only a rare glimpse of any interesting or original use of the

animated medium. Paradoxically, while Superman made use of Max's own rotoscoping technique (a

brief contrary to Ellis' statement) and as such plays out very much as a live-action equivalent might

do, it has a distinct and dynamic visual style. The links between the visual language, pace and music

result in an impressive finished piece of animation, something that is consistent in the rest of the



series under the control of the Fleischers. Despite a clear talent to visually rich animation, the studio

did not have much good fortune when they followed Disney into the realm of the animated feature.

Gulliver's Travels (1939), was fairly successful critically and financially, but is viewed as inferior to

Disney's Snow White and the Seven Dwarves from 1937. The release of Mr Bug Goes To Town was

delayed to avoid direct competition with Disney's Dumbo (released late October of the same year)

due to a lack of confidence in the product by Paramount. It was eventually released on the 9th

December 1941, two days after the attack on Pearl Harbour, and as a result had disastrous box

office results. This lead to the firing of Max and Dave by Paramount and the reorganisation of their

studio the following year. Had the Fleischers not made the move into feature films and attempted to

directly emulate Disney – at the insistence of Paramount who, like Disney, wanted to appeal to a

mass audience – it is possible, taking into account the originality and success of their short films

like Superman, that the Fleischers' and Disney's 'monopoly' may have lasted into the next decade.



Ellis' and Williams' statements ring true for MGM and UPA animation during the 1940s and 50s.

Formed primarily by ex-Disney animators, UPA openly broke away from Disney's realistic style

and made use of much cheaper 'limited animation' - the use of a more abstract or symbolic aesthetic

with limited movement and heavy reuse of drawings. When used as an aesthetic device, limited

animation opens up artistic possibilities for animators due to its inherent lower costs and ease of

production compared to Disney-style animation. It therefore has implications on the use and

defining of the term 'animation' overall. UPA's Gerald McBoing-Boing, released in 1950, was

awarded the Academy Award for Best Animated Short the same year,

“The award won by a movie powered by limited animation gave legitimacy to the technique

in Hollywood circles. It proved that this style of animation is not a hindrance to a quality

film, rather content is always king. Eventually, established Hollywood studios such as

Warner Brothers and MGM implemented this style in their work.” (Alegre, 2009, p.1)



As Disney had done with feature-length animation, UPA's use of limited animation challenged the

contemporary notions of what animation is and what it could be. The awarding of an Oscar signifies

animation and its various formats as legitimate an art-form as film. It is therefore unfortunate that

the value of this aesthetic is understated; in the shadow narrative driven, realistic feature animation,

limited animation became notorious as a 'recipe for disaster and mediocrity' (Alegre, 2009, p.1)

when used as cost-cutting technique for televised children's cartoons during the 1960s and 70s.

The theatrical cartoons of MGM and Warner Bros. serve as a potential middle-ground. Less

intricate than Disney's features but far more so than UPA's limited animation, the majority were

grounded in physical comedy and the exploitation of the visual possibilities of the medium. MGM

Animation 'grew out' of Disney's work in the sense that one its founding animators, Chuck Jones,

began his animation career under renowned Disney animator Ub Ibwerks, who spent most of career

working for Disney. Earlier in Jones' career “Disney's doings were regarded with absolute awe, and

by no one more than Jones himself, who, once he became director, worked through a long period of

Disney-worship” (Kenner, 1994, p.30). Jones 'worked through' his awe and subsequent imitation of

Disney at Warner Bros. For Warner Bros. animation, rebelling against Disney's style proved

particularly successful;

“Prior to 1940, [Warner Bros.] paid homage to Disney's artistic creations or used them in a

light hearted spirit of fun. After 1940, the animators felt free to satirise Disney characters

and stories, to assume a position that was, for the most part, intellectually superior to

Disney's sentimentality and artfulness. Warner Bros. animation after 1940 is animation with

attitude. Wisecracks replace winsomeness. Sharper and sarcasm are now the order of the

day.” (Walz, n.d, p.63)



During the 1930s and early 40s Warner Bros. and MGM products were popular with audiences, but

were regarded by critics as “merely cartoons” while the Disney equivalent was seen as “art”.

However, Timothy E. White (n.d, pp.43-45) notes that by the mid-60s the Disney name, “to the
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